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Category:Biologists Category:French biologists Category:French science writers Category:1937 births Category:Living peopleInvolvement of the VPS34 and VPS15 protein kinase pathways in the regulation of intracellular cholesterol homeostasis. Studies have shown that the expression of VPS34 and VPS15 is associated with the initiation and development of a variety of tumors. To investigate the physiological function of the VPS34 and VPS15 protein
kinase pathway, we used adenoviral vector-mediated gene transfer to establish stably transformed CHO cells overexpressing the human VPS34 protein. We found that upregulation of VPS34 caused a marked increase in the overall transfer of the sterol-derived methyl-BrAC-Glucoside from the endocytic pathway to the lysosomes, without affecting the transfer of native sterols from the plasma membrane to the lysosomes. On the other hand, upregulation

of VPS15 by gene transfer caused a dramatic reduction in the cholesterol flux to the lysosomes. These results indicate that the VPS34 and VPS15 proteins function to regulate cholesterol homeostasis by controlling sterol trafficking from different intracellular compartments, suggesting that disruption of these pathways could be one of the mechanisms by which cancer cells maintain their abnormal membrane morphology.Influence of prior formal education
on the probability of first sex and on the tendency to use contraception: results from the Spanish Health Survey. This study examined the association between the educational level of the participants and the probability of first sex and the probability of using contraceptives. Data were obtained from the 2004 Spanish National Health Survey. The total sample consisted of 60,347 women aged 15 to 49 years who had a complete birth history and an active sex

life. Logistic regression was used to study the association between sex and education (the outcome variable) and other variables (independent variables). First sex was most likely to occur between the ages of 20 and 24 years (54%), in women with a college degree (66%) and in women living with a partner (73%). After controlling for age and other factors, the likelihood of first sex decreased with the number of years of formal education, with women
obtaining college degrees being most likely to have first sex. Women with less than a high school education were also less likely to be sexually experienced. The use of contraceptives was influenced by the age at which sexual intercourse occurred, with the probability of contraceptive use increasing with age up to

Famous for being a pioneering psychologist, Villee was one of the few who foresaw the decline of Freudian psychology. He was also the first to apply modern psychological methods to the study of the mental lives of children. Several of his best known works deal with the psychological lives of children and adolescents, including Psychologie des Enfants (1889), Les Neuropsychiatres (1913), Les Psychotechniques (1923) and Psychologie des Tous-Age
(1940). Free download from: download-libro-de-biologia-claude-villee-pdf-txt By the mid-twenties, Freud's work was no longer dominant. In 1923, Villee founded the Jules-Verne, and the first psychoanalytic journal. Villee turned to various political issues. The 1924 Paris Peace Conference, chaired by President Georges Clemenceau, provided Villee with the occasion to report his findings. Villee published La Psychologie de l'Enfant (1928), Les

Psychotechniques (1923), and L'Existence psychologique d'une personne (1929). Besides his scientific work, Villee wrote a series of books, some of which are still popular today, including La Psychologie du Toucheur (1927) and La Psychologie de l'Enfant et de l'Adulte (1928). When he retired from the Collège de France in 1942, Villee held the post of professor of psychologie appliquée. Among the courses he taught were Introduction à la psychologie
analytique (1942) and le Psychologie de l'enfant et de l'adolescent (1946). After World War II Villee returned to several of his previous interests, among them the study of art (Practical Psychoanalysis, 1950) and the influence of childhood memories (Histoire de la Mémoire: Essai sur la psychanalyse des Historiettes, 1955). He also produced the Le Plaisir littéraire de l'Enfant: Psychologie analytique des Journaux et Lettres, an exhaustive study of the

pleasure a child derives from fiction. Free download from: book-lib 4bc0debe42
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